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July 15, 2015: A UK woman has been caught
allegedly watching an episode of popular TV series
MasterChef in her car while driving down a busy
motorway.

A UK woman has been
caught allegedly watching
an episode of popular TV
series MasterChef in her car
while driving down a busy
motorway.

The incident, uploaded to
Facebook and YouTube
yesterday by user Luke
Page, has already gone
viral, accumulating almost
108,000 shares on
Facebook alone.

It shows what appears to be
someone filming behind the
wheel before getting out of
the car to confront the other
driver.
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“Are you watching TV?” a

voice can be heard saying.

“It looks like you’re watching

TV to me darling – you know

that’s illegal, don’t you?

The video was allegedly

filmed on the A127, a major

arterial road between

London and Essex.

The fact the cameraperson

may have been driving at

the same time has also

sparked debate online.

“Oh wow. If you hadn't been

filming this on your phone

yourself, Id [sic] say show it

to the police - ridiculous!!!”

Facebook user Ivon

Evlogieva said.

“If you're going to upload

footage about an errant road

user, then you have to

ensure that you are not

doing anything wrong

yourself,” said YouTube

user 4ChordsNoNet.
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“That's a £100 fine, three
points on your licence and a
CU80 (driving record
offence) endorsement.”

Mr Page responded by
pointing out that that there
is nothing in the video that
indicts him personally or
proves that the camera
person was also the driver.

“Anyway there's no
implication that I even took
a video. You can't see the
cameraman's face or car.
It's all conjecture,” he said.
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